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From:

Centro de Estudios sobre Africa y Medlo Oriente <ceamo@cenlal.lnf.cu>
To:
Phyllis Naidoo <phyllle@iafrica.com>\ ,
Date:
Monday, October 04, 1999 4:33 PM
Subject: New more considerate reply to 3 E-Mails BALLSUP OF 21/9/99

To: Phyllis Naidoo< phyllie@iafrica.com >
From: David Gonzalez < ceamo@ceniai.inf.cu >
Subject: Date: 30/09/99 21 :05:00
Wednesday 20 September, 1999
It's 11 :30 pm Cuban time, you and the rest of Durban in slumbertime,
except some Bantu looking for other Bantu to stab near a gas station
where other Bantu wait for late night customers, or other Bantu
looking for people who are out in the wrong place to rob, and a few
Indian policemen not caring much about stabs nor robberies, and
perhaps an almost White Cam/Mascara with insomnia in spite of the
very latest, very exclusive sleeping pills, thinking how she Is
going to pay to keep driving in style, or maybe some White businesperson looking over her/his accounts to defraud the tax collectors,
or worrying that someone might steal her/his car or at least the
hubcaps, or maybe some raceless drunkards and shoppu,g-bag people
who are the only free people on the streets at that time because
there is nothing to be stolen from them -- not even their lives. Or
maybe Phyllis Naidoo is also awake, who knows, thinking of her
book or Cuban music or what she will cook next day for the crowd
who will most certainly coming over.
Anyway, this afternoon I was at Ana's, where I finally managed to
quickly read over and copy onto a disk your last 3 E-Mails, and I
hurriedly replied, then and there, but knew I had let out a lot of
things.

V
I was eager to get home, and when I did I had just missed Abel (he
has only come over once ever since I returned from SA), I think that
for the first time in his life he said he had to see me and talk
to me about something important, he wants to change to another job.
He also complained that I never called him (at last! he's feeling
some of his own medicine I) So I called him, and he wasn't home,
but his mother told me that he had just had the news that he had
been accepted for the other job he wanted, so he was delirous and
took off to tell his girlfriend, who lives in a country town even
farther away than Santa Fe. So that seems to be going in the
right direction. Or at least I gathered from the long phone conversation I had with his mother, whom I had not been able to
talk to since before going to SA.
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Before going to Ana's, I had been at CEAMO, where I learned that
work had been suspended Thursday & Friday because of the lack of
water and the consequent state of the toilets and 1ack of lunch.
1
By the time I got home (5:30 pm) I only had enough 'strength left
to phone Abel, dine and drop in bed, where I slept until 9:30 when
Mom woke me up to see the crummy Colombian soap opera on TV.
After, I came up to my computer and reviewed your three E-Mails
for a more comprehensive reply, God knows when rn be able to
send to you, because of work being suspended at CEAMO, and also
because before the computer was on, a ring, and there was Walt's
sis calling me to tell me her impressions of the editing I had
done to her book, and no phone conversation of hers takes less
than 25 minutes, stuttering-and all, half broken English, half
broken Spanish, and I my tongue, my mind and my body were more
than half-broken already.
So as we get deeper and deeper Into the night I hope Interruptions
will be less and less. So, to comment your 3 E-Mails in detail:
\....,,

u

First, about my checking for your E-Mails, forget about that: you
know what state CEAMO is in. I don't go there every day, even If
I am working, and Ana does not go there every day either, so when
she does there are a million and one messages and cables and all
sorts of information that there is not enough paper to print. If
she is not there, noone else gests into the damned machine, so
I depend on her telling me -- sometimes she phones me from her
home, because her computer has just been hooked to CEAMO's E-Mail,
as I hope mine will be soon -- hey, I think you have a message
from Phyllis. That Is the state of things for the moment.
The parcel for Santiago has not left yet. Sha's certificate was
not destroyed, only the glass covering the certificate. It has
not been posted to Santiago for the same reasons that the only
parcel among those that I brough from SA that I have not taken
yet to its destinatary is the dictionary that Betty sent for the
old guy in the old people's home. Now, ifs not a question of
money nor red tape nor queueing at a special post office in
Havana: it's just that it might not get there. So we are
waiting to see if some decent and reliable person is travelling
to Santiago and good enough to take both things there. I was
hoping that Luisa or someone from her family would, and that
would be the best opportunity, she knows about the certificate.
No, I have not received the posters, and am looking forward to
that, but forget about working on arse holes here. Remember when
a mouse ate half your parcel and I raised hell. They just looked
on, and said I had to pay or I didn't get what was left of the
parcel. I didn~ pay, and didn't get the rest of the parcel, and
it was certainly not returned to you. There's no point in getting
excited about those things here in Cuba.
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I have not thanked John nor Narissa yet, nor anyone else in SA for
that matter --1 still have so many things to do! F~r instance,
sending Marcos a copy of Walt's and my reports on our trip, which
he might hopefully receive before he relinquishes his post 4 or 5
years from now.
I have not received UDWs proposal for a scholarship. I feel a bit
silly, a scholarship at this age - like you in the red gown. But,
of course, I will be very thankful. Then there is the air ticket
question; charter flights are the only hope, and they provide
opportunity for 5 weeks in August-September (the one Walt & I took)
and 10 weeks in December-February, when I think UDWis closed some
time. So the alternative of 15 days or 3 months is difficult, but
perhaps something could be worked out. But I don't think before
sometime next year, because I really have a lot of things to do from
October 1999 to February 2000 that I cannot postpone. But r11 see
if and when I get the application.
Am also much looking forward to receiving the stuff on the TRC panel.
I want to do a thorough study of the subject, and I think I wlll not
be able to until February, for the reasons I explained ut supra. And
only when I have studied enough of the TRC wtth all the material I
brought back will I be in a condition to really profit from a new,
concentrated study stay at UDW. Anyway, rm glad you enjoyed the
panel. I always thought that you would have a lot to say on reconciliation, and of course I will consult you from time to time on
the subject -- when I really begin to study it.

I think it would be wonderful if you can come for the Solidarity
Conference of November 2000 - that's a whole year away, so you can
plan ahead.

v

I think probably Reg fell on you at the nick of time -- you probably
needed her, even If you didn't know. Just like going back to SAn radio
after a month of Cuban music and black beans and occasional Spanish
brawls. Send my love to Carol: hope some time in the future I can see
her and Bud in Zimbabwe, of SA or Cuba.
Your story with that Percy guy sounds incredible, if I didn1 know you
and the soft spot in your heart for picking up stray dogs, cats and
Cubans. rm glad his ordeal had a happy ending, with your help.
Yes, people wlll take a humanist attitude like something from
another planet, it annoys me too: shove the present, is what you
want to tell them at that point.
Anytime you will also be lodging Jeeva - but remember, he
seems to EN~OY punishment - or so you said -- so don't deprive him.
I really liked the guy, reminds me a bit of myself a few years back.
In fact, I'm getting to look a bit like him. rm shaving my beard
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away, and not cutting nor combing my hair, so imagine how my look has
changed - no, you can't. Today at work my boss said I was getting to
look like I don't know what US moVie star, then tht Secretary said
it was rather like a certain French movie star. Not my intention in
the least: I pretend to look like myself - well, says Mom, a few
years younger. Even with all the biking and the rest, I haven't lost
the two and a half kilos I gained in Durban. It doesn't sound as
much, but just enough for not being able to button my pants. Walt too,
everybody is joking about how much we must have stuffed ourselves in
SA-- Cubans are conVinced that abroad, there's just loafing.

•

Of course Omar has forgotten what he said: HE was tearing up YOUR
project, and not vice-versa. That's another aspect of the lack of
human sensibility I was debating ut supra.

'---'

\_J'

We almost murdered Mwalimu in Havana, thanks to your E-Mail. Ana
only read the lead, then she called me at home to tell me, and I
called Entralgo and Norma and we put on all the radios and TVs and
called the Foreign Ministry, and I kept insisting that If Phyllis
Naidoo broke the news, they were true, because she was the first to
know about everything in Durban, and SA, and all of Africa, what
have you, and I retold the tale of how you broke the news about
the lifting of the ban to all the ANC. The three days it took me
to get to Ana's to actually read the necrological E-Mail we had
our flags at half-mast, and we were on the verge of getting the
Cuban government to declare official mourning and send sympathy
letters to Dar. That's the problem when you just read the lead,
and not the whole thing. For three days I felt guilty of being
asleep while Mwalimu (to whom I was Introduced by Phyllis Johnson
one day in Harare) passed away. Please try not to do this to me
again. When you get to the end of your E-Mail, re-check the lead.
You could get my whole country into trouble, and we have more
than enough with the yankees.
In fact, we have so much trouble that sometimes our psyche can't
deal with it all anymore. A friend was telling me of a conversation
with a former stalwart- he's still a stalwart, but aged now, who
was telling him: "In 1959 the first and foremost preoccupation in
my life was to defend the Revolution from the yankees. In 1961, it
was to defeat the mercenaries in the Bay of Pigs; in 1962, it was
to avoid nuclear holocaust. Then, in 1969-70, it was the big push
to produce ten million tonnes of sugar. Then, in the seventies and
eighties, the institutionalization of our socialist structures. Now,
in 1999, my first and foremost preoccupation is how to find a few
nails to fix the leaks in my roor.
Glad to hear about your wet toilet seat experience. If I would have
written somett,ing like that in an E-Mail to you, you would have
criticized my bad taste and reminded me how Impressionable you
are with my realistic descriptions. I have even restrained myself
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from rendering to you the naturalistic ambiance at CEAMO after one
week of unflushed, seatless toilets. So there.
•

rm glad you enjoyed Madiba's doctorate ceremo~y'as much as the TRC
panel, even if you had to dress as a clown. But you should have
pushed and shoved your way up close to him to tell him of the diary
and of the Shakespeare full works/Robben Island video project, to
extract more than a wink (are you sure the wink was not a consequence
of his eye problems with the photo flashes?). Well, maybe Graca had
her hand in the sitting arrangements ...
It is now 1:OO a.m. For the past half hour I have been looking for
Mr. Maloka's address. I have turned and re-turned every piece of
paper I brought back from SA-- and, believe me, there are quite a
few. So I return to my computer to continue this E-mail, frustrated,
and there it is, sitting on the chair right beside me. Shit.
Here it goes:
Dr. Eddie Maoka, Director, Africa Institute of South Africa, PO Box
630, Pretoria 0001, Sa. Or, BestMed Building, comer Hamilton &
Belvedere Streets, Arcadia, Pretoria. Telephone 27+12+328-6970,
Fax 27+12+323-8153, E-mail:
afrlcaln@iafrica.com . His Secretary's
name is Zodva Ramafalo. Contact him!!

\ _,,:

Which other plan of mine should I talk to Lenin about? As soon as
I can, next week, I will ask him for an interview (at the airport
in Havana we talked, and we are quite on good terms and he really
wanted to hear about what we did in SA and our future plans) and
talk about 1)your diary/calendar, and if it could be peddled at
the SAn Foreign Minstry; 2)the video works we did In SA and the
possibility of Walt going back, for a professional thing, in
January; 3)all the other opportunities we saw, such as the
Shakespeare/Robben Island video project, but of course that will
depend on the approval of the owner of the book & story
So clarify what I should take up with Lenin, I imagine nr. 1, or
something else.
Let me tell you about the ability to beg with dignity: it's not
hard. I used to be terribly shy; I still am at times, and I
still remember all I went through when I was a diplomat, until
I thought that, well, even if you fart unprovoquedly at a
reception, people will tend to forget that soon enough, and
those who remember are just not worth the trouble. Before that,
at the university, I remember my literature teacher discussed
one day about people doing "a transaction with their conscience•
on minor issues - I don't remember what book we were debating.
So the type pf transaction I do with my conscience is: I would
never beg something for myself, but for others. You need your
book, but you are doing it because you are firmly convinced that
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it will be good for others. So you will not be begging for
yourself. Anyway, don't worry, r11 do all the necessary begging
for the both of us.
\ ,

.

Yes, like Ana said, I was on a 10-day holiday, working at CEAMO
more than usual, with the rains and waterless toilets.
Don1 dismiss Max's brass band, doctors say they really work ...
but then doctors can be such liars! Anyway, I brought back one
from Africa, and it is a bit irritating but I have made a
transaction with my conscience: I BELIEVE It works.

\..

\J

What's with Vasantha? If Max offered that, I don1 remember, but
then we probably weren't listening to all the discussion we had
about video cameras. Maybe he told WaHer, and WaHer did not
understand, but more probably the thing is the following: the
transfer from one system to the other can be done, and of course
Max is not a video expert, but Walt is, and the problem is that
there Is a RESULTING QUALITY LOSS on terms not of a home video,
but of a professional video to be transmited on N . So there will
be a DIFFERENCE OF QUALITY (inevitable) between the views that I
filmed in Zimbabwe and those we filmed in South Africa, when we
put them together In the editing. Probably Max does not understand
that. The transfer we can do here, Walt has the necessary equipment
at his video studio, but there is always QUALITY LOSS that will
inevitable reflect on the final material. Anyway, we will deal
with it. But please, I hope Vasantha is not pissed off at this,
she and Max were most helpful. It is true that I said no when she
offered to take us out, a couple of nights before our leaving
Durban, and it was because I was really exhausted.
We had the meeting with Walt's boss, and I did not tell his director
of the problems (the additional problem is the lack of sound In
the doctors' interview) but wan is convinced that we can get
around that, and he knows his work better and Is shrewd In it.
I took enough notes during the (now voiceless) interviews, so we
might find the way to solve the problem. I would have prefered
openness, but let him take the lead in his world, videos. Anyway,
we didn't lie: we just didn't disclose the whole truth. How do
you think Mundo Latino's TRC deal with us? Is there any hope for
amnesty? We'll have to wait and see the final result: that's why
we're working our butts off. Walter is now permanently covering
some congress on elderly people, probably through the whole weekend, and then we'll go into editing our material.
I will send you the negatives of the photos at Botha's Hill through
the normal mall only as a last resort: first ru try to see If
someone is going to SA and could mail them perhaps from Pretoria.
By the way, the Haitian video project has nothing to do with the
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Cuban-Haitian lady you met in Old Havana. Walter & I met her on
the street, in Santiago, when we went to a seminar last year, and
he had a camera and we filmed her troupe, led bX her husband
voodoo sangoma. They loved us and let us into ttieir most intimate
ceremonies, they were excellent dancers who worked really hard after working hours at their back-braking jobs and we thought they
deserved a break, so I drafted a video project for which we went
looking for cash. None appeared. Then I met the Haitian-Canadian
owner of the French language publishing house I was working for
to collect some money for our Durban expedition, and the guy is
also a cultural actMst Interested in the Haitian diaspora, and
he can really mobilize funds. When he knew that I was doing
something on Cuban doctors In SA, he explained the Idea he had
about doing a documentary on the cultural impact on Cuban-Haitian
doctors who were working In Haiti, and he immediately decided to
take me a few days to Haiti to see if I could think of a script
for such a video, that he would pay for himself. Then he said
to translate my other project on the Santiago people to French, to
see if he can get some money for that too. Thar s how the Haitian
connection came about, and I don, know where it will lead to.
That's the whole truth and nothing but, so help me Marx & Engels.
The Haitian dancer knows nothing of it yet, her husband sangoma is
one of the people I have to write to, to tell them all that perhaps
after all we might be able to do a video on them, and rm sure that
will encourage them, and they do need encouragement.
•
About Cam/Mascara end Krtsh, I have never believed In the , don,
divorce because of the kids" stuff - that's another transaction
with conscience. Kids themselves will do what they want In the
long run, and they certainly have every right to, as do their
parents.

\...,.t

Is Ebi back from Timor? The stories he must have. The farther
away the better, so he doesn't have to solve the Cam/Gonda riddle
-- I know the stuttering kind, and you will certainty hope rm
wrong. Ifs not not say thafs ifs a bad brand of people: we
all have our weaknesses, and I know people who are very brave
in a trench and not so brave when it comes to bedrooms. You
certainly do not have to stop loving him for not being perfect.
Did you hear that Cuba offered to take part in the UN military
expedition there (it would be the first time In our history) with
doctors, and then provide doctors to the civilian population also?
Yes, ru write to John and Narissa and Kiro and all the others
as soon as I can. When they ask about me, tell them about the bike
and the smelly toilets and the video and the book editing and
my family and all the things that have tied me down. But I wlll
certainly contiQue to write to you, come rain or shine. Love, David.
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